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The owner of either of these legal estates may,
however, create other estates or interests out of
that owned by him. In the case of leasehold estates
it may be that licence is required for the creation
of any sub-leasehold interest. It is, of course,
always open for the owner of a freehold estate to
create any leasehold interest, but he may also wish
to create other interests in the property—he may
wish to give it to his wife for life, and then to his
children, or he may even wish to secure it for
future generations so far as the law will permit,
and this is what is meant by "limiting" land.
It is then said to be "limited for persons in suc-
cession.55
Section 1 also speaks of "an entailed interest.55
Prior to 1926, this was termed "an estate tail.5'
It is created by the use of such words as "To my
son in tail55 or "To my son and the heirs of his
body.55 It is, however, usually followed by a gift
of a life interest as " To my son for his life and then
for his issue in tail.55 When we speak of "barring
an entail'5 we do not mean securing it, but just
the opposite: we mean "cutting off55 or "barring
out55 the entail. This could be accomplished by
the person entitled for life and the person entitled
to the entailed estate, on attaining the age of 21,
executing a deed for that purpose, or if there is no
person entitled to a previous life interest the person
entitled to the entailed > interest can at any time
(after attaining 21) by deed or by will bar the
entail and make himself the absolute owner in fee
simple. But such an estate can be unbarrable.

